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Abstract—Traceroute is probably the most famous networking
tool widely adopted in both industry and research. Despite
its long life, however, measurements based on Traceroute are
potentially inaccurate, misleading or incomplete due to several
unresolved issues. In this paper, we face the limitation represented
by hidden routers - devices that do not decrement the TTL, being
thus totally invisible to Traceroute. We present, evaluate and
release DRAGO, a novel active probing technique composed of
three main steps. First, a novel Traceroute enhanced by the IP
Timestamp option is launched toward a destination. Second, a
procedure is applied to quantify the hidden routers contained in
the path, if any. Third, a last procedure is performed to identify
the exact position in the path of the detected hidden routers.
Experimental results demonstrate that the phenomenon is not
uncommon: DRAGO detects the presence of hidden routers in
at least 6% of the considered Traceroute IP paths and limits the
affected area to one fifth of the trace containing these devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Originally introduced by Van Jacobson in the late eighties,

Traceroute [1] is one of the most famous diagnostic tools

in the networking field. Ideally, it is able to discover the IP

path toward a targeted destination by listing one IP address

for each network-layer device traversed along the path. This

goal is achieved by injecting into the network packet probes

with an increasing value of the Time-to-Live (TTL) field to

solicit an ICMP Time Exceeded error message. Today, its

practical utility is affirmed both in the industry and research.

Traceroute is widely adopted by network operators to in-

vestigate network performance problems like, for example,

the identification of persistent or transient routing anomalies

[2]. On the other hand, researchers make an extensive use

of this tool to infer network topological properties [3]–[13],

and, more in general, in active monitoring approaches for

anomaly detection [14]–[16], performance analysis [17], [18],

and geolocation [19], [20]. Unfortunately, despite its long

life, it has been profusely demonstrated that Traceroute is not

free of limitations [21]–[26]. As a consequence, measurements

based on Traceroute may be potentially inaccurate, misleading

or incomplete. Among its limitations, while load balancers

(devices splitting the traffic issued toward the same destination

over multiple equal cost paths and thus, causing Traceroute

to infer false router-level links and bogus loops [25]) and

anonymous routers (devices silently discarding the Traceroute

packet probes causing the collected traces to be incomplete)

have been extensively investigated and partially solved or

mitigated [21]–[25], hidden routers and issues introduced by

their presence are still underestimated.

A hidden router forwards the packets without decrementing

the TTL value. As a consequence, these devices are totally

invisible to Traceroute. According to [27], “hidden routers

are caused by certain configurations of multi-protocol label

switching [28] (MPLS) and result in missing nodes and

incorrect link inferences”, potentially having a great impact

on the Internet topological properties assessed today. While

also middleboxes may act as hidden routers, the magnitude of

the phenomenon is today unknown due to the lack of a set of

techniques able to recognize the presence of hidden routers.

In this paper, we present and evaluate DRAGO, an active

probing technique able to detect, quantify and locate hidden

routers in Traceroute IP paths. To achieve this goal, DRAGO

performs three main steps: (i) a novel Traceroute enhanced by

the IP Timestamp (TS) option is launched toward a destination;

(ii) a procedure is applied to quantify the hidden routers

contained in the path, if any; (iii) a last procedure is performed

to identify the exact position in the path of the detected hidden

routers. The key mechanism used to detect hidden routers is

based on the comparison between the number of hops that

manage the TS option and those decrementing the TTL: there

is an evidence of hidden routers on the path every time the

number of hops managing the TS option is higher than the ones

decrementing the TTL. Experimental results suggest that the

phenomenon is not uncommon. DRAGO detects hidden routers

in about 6% of the traces of the considered dataset (starting

from the information provided by the PREDICT project [29]):

DRAGO identifies the exact location for 14% of the detected

hidden routers and limits on average the affected area to one

fifth of the Traceroute trace containing these devices. The

surprisingly high number of affected traces suggests that the

phenomenon can not be ignored any more, especially when

the objective is to accurately infer the topological properties

of Internet.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II provides some

background on the TS option; Sec. III presents the details

of DRAGO; Sec. IV-A describes how the technique works in a

sample scenario; Sec. IV-B reports the results of the evaluation

phase; Finally, Sec. V compares the proposed solution with

related works while Sec. VI ends the paper with concluding

remarks.

II. BACKGROUND

Recently, we have seen a growing interest on Internet

measurements based on the TS option [30]. This option has
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been used to identify the addresses owned by the same network

device [31], to develop a reverse Traceroute [32], to estimate

the network delay [33] and to detect third-party addresses

in Traceroute IP paths [26]. A deep study on the level of

support for this option is reported in [34]. While we foresee

more and more applications, in this work we use the TS

option to count the IP modules managing the IP option on the

path: DRAGO exploits the TS option to identify incongruities

between the number of IP modules decrementing the TTL and

those managing the option.

The TS option includes a 4 bytes header and it is defined

along with three variants according to the flag field. In this

work, we exploit the basic variant obtained by setting the flag

field to 0. With this variant, each IP module, forwarding a

packet equipped with the TS option, is requested to insert one

timestamp in the option data (if enough space is available) or

to increment by one the overflow field (when the option data

is full). Basically, the overflow counts the number of hops that

could not insert a timestamp due to lack of space. Since the

maximum size of an IP option is 40 bytes and each timestamp

requires 4 bytes, the TS option can contain no more than 9
timestamps. In addition, the overflow field consists of 4 bits

and no more than 15 hops can increment its value before the

overflow is reset. This implies that a packet probe equipped

with the TS option allows to count up to 24 hops managing the

option (9 hops inserting the timestamp and 15 incrementing

the overflow).

III. DETECTING HIDDEN ROUTERS WITH DRAGO

In this section, we describe how DRAGO detects and locates

hidden routers along an IP paths. As depicted in Fig. 1,

DRAGO works as follows: (1.) a novel Traceroute enhanced

by the TS option is launched toward the destination; (2.) a

procedure to detect and approximately locate the presence of

hidden routers in the traces is applied to the Traceroute trace;

(3.) a last procedure is applied to reduce, as much as possible,

the uncertainty on the position of the detected hidden routers

starting from the output of the previous step.

Step 1: Traceroute enhanced with the TS option. This step

aims at counting the number of devices managing the TS

option and those decrementing the TTL on the path toward

a destination. To reach this goal a novel Traceroute is used:

the injected TTL limited Traceroute probes are also equipped

with the TS option. In this way, all the hops along the path

are requested to insert a timestamp in the option’s data or

to increment the overflow. This enhanced Traceroute collects

ICMP−TE messages from the hops. From each collected

ICMP−TE reply, our Traceroute extracts the source address

and also the number of devices managing the TS option up

to the replying router. The latter information is computed by

inspecting the TS option brought back in the payload of the

ICMP−TE error message1.

1Usually, the original probe (TS option included) triggering the ICMP error
is brought back to the source host inside the payload of the ICMP message.

Figure 1: The three steps performed by DRAGO.

Hereafter, we adopt the following notation (see Tab. I as

a reference for the notation introduced across the paper): hi

is the i-th hop discovered by our Traceroute along the path

toward the destination;H is a Traceroute trace made by n hops

h1h2...hn; TSi is the number of timestamps plus the overflow

increments contained in the TS option brought back in the

payload of the ICMP−TE reply provided by hi. Basically, TSi

represents the number of IP modules which actively managed

the TS option up to the TTL-decrement performed in hi.

As a consequence, TSn represents the overall number of IP

modules managing the TS option on the path. TS is clearly

monotonically non-decreasing with i.

The trace H and the associated TS represent the input of

the second step.

Step 2: Detecting and quantifying hidden routers. This step

aims at detecting the presence of hidden routers in the trace

H pointing out also the portion of the trace in which those

devices lie. To explain how the step works, we introduce a

new variable called INCR:

INCRi =
{

TS1 if i = 1

TSi − TSi−1 otherwise (1)

INCR reports the hop-by-hop number of IP modules man-

aging the TS option. For example, INCRi = z implies that

there are exactly z IP modules managing the TS option in

the transition hi−1 hi. Since there are n+ 1 hops in the path

(considering also the source machine), there is an evidence of

hidden routers in the path every time TSn > n + 1. Indeed,
in this case, there are more devices managing the TS option

than the ones decrementing the TTL. The condition reported

above can be applied also to any portion of the trace: this is

the basic mechanism used in DRAGO.

First, all the longest subsequences S1, ...Sp of consecutive

non-zero elements in INCR are extracted. Each subsequence

St contains st elements and it is related to a specific portion

of the trace made by st+1 hops. The subsequence St contains

hidden routers every time the following condition is verified:

st
∑

i=1

St
i > st + 1 (2)

Basically, there are hidden routers in a subsequence when

the number of involved hops is lower than the IP modules

managing the TS option in the associated portion of the trace.

In particular, in the subsequence St there are exactly wt hidden

routers:

wt = max



 0 ;

st
∑

i=1

St
i − (st + 1)



 (3)
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Accordingly, the overall number of hidden routers W con-

tained in the trace is:

W =

p
∑

t=1

wt (4)

The set of sequences St containing hidden routers represents

the input of the next step.

Step 3: Hidden routers positioning. Up to now, all that

we know is that wt hidden routers are located somewhere

in the subsequence St. Especially when the final goal is to

accurately map the network topology, such level of accuracy

is not enough. Hence, the goal of this step is to reduce, as

much as possible, the uncertainty about the position of the wt

hidden routers detected in the subsequence St.

A first possibility is to analyze the elements of the subse-

quence St one-by-one. Note that, while St
i > 2 definitively

uncovers hidden routers (and also their exact position in the

trace), St
i = 2 is hard to interpret: it may suggest the presence

of a hidden router but this is not always the case. Indeed,

both the TTL-decrement and the TS option management are

performed at the IP layer of the TCP/IP stack. In distinct

implementations, the two operations may be performed in

different order and such circumstance has an impact on INCR

and the extracted St. For example, Fig. 2 shows the (i-1)-th
and i-th hops discovered toward the Traceroute destination

as well as the order in which the TTL and the TS option

are managed: the first hop manages the TTL before the TS

option while the opposite happens in the second hop. In this

scenario, INCRi is 2 but there are no hidden routers in this

portion of the trace. Analyzing one-by-one the elements in St

may not uncover all the hidden routers contained in the trace:

indeed, each node may manage at most once the TS option

and its contribution should count no more than once. Hence,

analyzing entire portions of St may reveal additional hidden

routers.

Hereafter, we use St
i,j to refer to the elements St

i ,...,S
t
j in

the subsequence St. In each portion St
i,j , there are exactly

Table I: Notation used in the paper.

Notation Description

H h1 h2 .. hn , vector where hi is the i-th hop discovered
by Traceroute along the path.

TS TS1 TS2 .. TSn , vector where TSi is the number of
IP modules managing the TS option up to hi.

INCR INCR1 INCR2 .. INCRn , vector where INCRi is
the number of IP modules managing the TS option in the
transition hi−1 hi.

St t-th subsequence of consecutive non-zero elements ex-
tracted from INCR. It contains st elements.

wt Hidden routers contained in St.

St
i,j St

i , .. , S
t
j vector of elements in the subsequence St .

wt
i,j Hidden routers contained in St

i,j .

W Total number of hidden routers contained in the trace.

Figure 2: Different implementations of the TCP/IP stack and

their impact on TS and INCR.

wt
i,j hidden routers:

wt
i,j = max

(

0 ;

j
∑

k=i

St
k − (j − i+ 2)

)

(5)

To accurately locate the hidden routers, the technique should

count the number of hidden routers contained in all the

possible portions of the subsequence St. To explore only a

subset of all the possibilities, the technique makes use of a

binary tree. Each node in the tree is related to a specific portion

St
i,j and it is labelled with the corresponding wt

i,j . The root

node in the tree is related to the entire subsequence St
1,st and

it is labelled with the total number of hidden routers contained

in St (wt).

At the beginning, the tree contains only the root node. The

technique generates the two child nodes of a generic node St
i,j

only if wt
i,j > 0. When this occurs, the technique explodes

the node St
i,j by generating the two child nodes St

i,j−1 and

St
i+1,j : a child node is associated to the sequence of its parent

shortened of either the first or the last element. The ratio is

that a portion (a node in the tree) must be further investigated

(exploded) only if there are still evidences of hidden routers.

At the end of this process, the tree contains several levels (in

the worst case, st levels). All the nodes at the same level are

related to distinct portions of the subsequence with the same

size: the higher is the level the lower is the size of the portions

associated to the nodes. The paradigm adopted to build the

binary tree is depth-first. The exploration of a branch ends

when one of the following conditions is verified:

• The node to explode is associated to a portion made by

a unique element St
i,i: the w

t
i,i hidden routers are exactly

located.

• Both the child nodes St
i,j−1 and St

i+1,j of the last

exploded node St
i,j do not contain hidden routers, i.e.

wt
i,j−1 = 0 and wt

i+1,j = 0: hidden routers are visible at

the parent node St
i,j (wt

i,j > 0) but disappear in the child

nodes. In this case, we conclude that wt
i,j hidden routers

are contained in the portion St
i,j of the trace but it is not

possible to locate such devices with a higher accuracy.

The last phenomenon may also affect a subset of the hidden

routers: this happens when the parent node in the tree contains

more hidden routers then the ones visible in the two child

nodes. For those hidden routers, the technique is not able to

further shrink the affected portion of trace.

The source code of DRAGO is freely available at [35].
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Limitations. At this time, DRAGO is not able to distinguish

if an INCRi = 1 is caused by one of the hops traced by

Traceroute or it is caused by a hidden router. From this point

of view, DRAGO estimates a lower bound of hidden routers

affecting the path. This version of DRAGO does not manage

subsequences containing anonymous routers since the corre-

sponding TS value is undetermined. In addition, the technique

may suffer from false positives due to the so called lazy

routers [27]: these devices do not decrement the TTL when

the packet is equipped with an IP option, thus violating the

standard RFC791. We left the design of a more sophisticated

solution able to deal with anonymous and lazy routers for

future works.

IV. DRAGO AT WORK

A. A working example

In this section, we provide an example of how DRAGO

works. Fig. 3 shows a sample trace collected during the

first step: the novel Traceroute discovered 10 hops toward

the destination. These devices manage the TTL field and

thus replied to Traceroute with ICMP−TE error messages. By

inspecting the TS option brought back in the payload of these

ICMP−TE messages, our Traceroute stored in TS the number

of IP modules managing the option as registered hop-by-hop.

In this example, TS=[1 1 3 3 6 7 8 10 12 12]. Starting from TS,

the second step computes INCR as described in Eq. 1. In this

example, INCR=[1 0 2 0 3 1 1 2 2 0]. Then, p subsequences

St of non-zero consecutive elements contained in INCR are

extracted. In this case, p=3 with S1=[1], S2=[2], S3=[3 1 1 2

2]. Then, the Eq. 2 is applied on the extracted subsequences

to detect hidden routers: only S3 reveals hidden routers. By

applying the Eq.3, we can count the number of contained

hidden routers: w3 = 3. Those 3 hidden routers may lie

in any position of the trace associated to S3 (h4 h5 h6 h7

h8 h9). To reduce such uncertainty, the third step builds the

binary tree reported in Fig. 4. At the beginning, the tree is

made just by the root node. This node is associated to the

entire subsequence S3
1,5 containing w3 = w3

1,5 = 3 hidden

routers. Since w3
1,5 > 0, the node S3

1,5 is exploded in S3
1,4

and S3
2,5. The technique implements a deep-first exploration.

Hence, the next considered node is S3
1,4 and w3

1,4 = 2 is

computed by applying the Eq. 5. In turn, the node S3
1,4 is

exploded in S3
1,3 (w3

1,3 = 1) and S3
2,4 (w3

2,4 = 0). Then,

Figure 3: H, INCR and St in a sample scenario.

Figure 4: The binary tree for the subsequence S3 of Fig. 3.

S3
1,3 is exploded in S3

1,2 (w3
1,2 = 1) and S3

2,3 (w3
2,3 = 0).

The node S3
1,2 is further exploded in S3

1,1 (w3
1,1 = 1) and

S3
2,2 (w3

2,2 = 0). The exploration of this branch is terminated:

we reached the leaf of the binary tree and we found the

exact position (S3
1,1) of a hidden router (between h4 and

h5). In addition, note that we count 2 hidden routers in S3
1,4

but the child nodes provided details only about one router.

We forcedly conclude that another hidden router is located

somewhere in S3
1,4 but we could not better identify its position.

According to the deep-first paradigm, the technique analyzes

S3
2,3 and then S3

2,4: both nodes are not exploded since they do

not contain hidden routers. Then, node S3
2,5 is exploded and

the exploration continues as before until the S3
4,5 is exploded

in S3
4,4 and S3

5,5. While w3
4,5 = 1, either w3

4,4 = 0 either

w3
5,5 = 0: a hidden router visible in S3

4,5 disappeared in the

lower level of the tree. We can conclude that a last hidden

router lies somewhere in S3
4,5 and the technique stopped.

At the beginning of the process, all that we knew was that

3 hidden routers exist somewhere in the portion of the trace

associated to S3 (h4 h5 h6 h7 h8 h9). By applying the third-

step of our technique, we concluded that (a.) a first hidden

router is exactly located in S3
1 (i.e. between h4 and h5); (b.)

a second hidden router is located somewhere in S3
1,4 (i.e in

the portion of the trace h4 h5 h6 h7 h8); (c.) the last hidden

router is located somewhere in S3
4,5 (i.e h7 h8 h9).

This result is achieved by inspecting 14 out 15 portions of

the of the subsequence S3.

B. Experimental Results

In this section, we report the main findings of the evaluation.

To evaluate DRAGO, we selected 25K destinations in dis-

tinct ASes among the addresses showing stable responsive-

ness to ping according to the PREDICT project [29]. These

addresses have been selected by using the IP-to-AS mapping

service provided by Cymru [36]. We have launched DRAGO

toward these destinations from our laboratory at the University

of Napoli. To deal with load balancers, the novel Traceroute

launched during the first step has been instructed to generate

probes as part of the same flow by replicating the internal

mechanism adopted in Paris Traceroute2 [25]. After having

2Another fixed option before the TS option allows to deal with load
balancers that simply assume UDP port numbers placed just after the IP
header. A preliminary campaign exploiting this more sophisticated approach
has qualitatively confirmed the results reported in this Section.
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removed filtered traces and those affected by loops, the final

dataset consists of 22K traces containing more than 45K
addresses.

From the traces of the dataset, we have extracted 49, 956
unique transitions hi−1hi not involving anonymous routers

and the corresponding INCRi value. Besides few exceptions,

all the transitions showed a stable number of intermediate

hops managing the TS option, i.e. every time the transition

hi−1hi appears in a trace, the corresponding INCRi value

is always the same. Tab. II reports the number of transitions

showing the same INCR value and the traces in which those

transitions appear. By adopting a conservative approach, an

initial set of hidden routers is already visible by analyzing

single transitions showing INCR values higher than 2: 100
transitions uncovered alone the presence of consecutive hidden

routers invisible to Traceroute (4 in the worst case, i.e. when

the corresponding INCR value is 6).
At the same time, the evaluation of entire subsequences

St extracted from INCR can potentially uncover additional

hidden routers. Tab. III shows the number of subsequences and

traces containing a specific number of hidden routers. Consid-

ering the entire dataset, 29, 756 subsequences determined by

distinct patterns of hops have been analyzed: 1, 348 (4.5%
of the total) have at least one hidden router. From the trace

point of view, about 6% of all the Traceroute traces in the

dataset contains at least one hidden router. Taking into account

how the phenomenon has been largely ignored, such a value

appears surprisingly high and suggests that hidden routers are

not uncommon and may heavily affect the assessed results

achieved by classic topology discovery techniques based on

Traceroute.

After the second DRAGO step, the position range (the

number of different positions potentially hosting a hidden

router) for each hidden router coincides with the size of

the subsequence: the higher is the range, the higher is the

uncertainty on the position of the hidden router. DRAGO

performs the third step to reduce such uncertainty. Fig. 5(a)

shows the position range of each detected hidden router after

the second and third step. Clearly, when the position range is

1, the hidden router is exactly located. The black portion in

the figure is the gain achieved in accuracy: while on average,

the position range of a hidden router decreases from 5.3 to

3.3 (-37%), the hidden routers exactly located grows from

7% to 14%. Fig. 5(b) shows the size of the position range

as a fraction of the Traceroute trace. From the second to

the third step, this fraction decreases on average from 0.32

to 0.19, i.e the final area identified by DRAGO as affected

by hidden routers represents on average less than 1

5
of the

Traceroute trace containing these devices. These results are

achieved efficiently thanks to the binary tree: the positioning

of the detected hidden routers did not require the inspection

of all the possible portions in each subsequence. Fig. 5(c)

reports the distribution of the fraction of explored portions for

the subsequences containing at least 2 elements: on average,

only 57% of all the possible portions are explored.

Finally, for the subset of hidden routers exactly located we

Table II: INCR values.

INCR
Unique

Transitions
Involved
Traces

0 13,458 21,885
1 31,705 21,930
2 5,323 21,757
3 56 248
4 18 21
5 21 21
6 5 5

Table III: Hidden routers.

Hidden
Routers

Unique
Subsequences

Involved
Traces

0 28,408 20,603
1 1,222 1,211
2 98 91
3 23 22
4 5 5

have computed the hop distance from the Traceroute source

(Fig. 6(a)) and destination (Fig. 6(b)): 70% of these devices

are just one hop far from the destination. Some middleboxes

do not decrement the TTL by default (like the Cisco firewall

Adaptive Security Appliance [37]) or refresh the TTL of the

incoming packets [38], then a portion of the detected hidden

routers could be middleboxes located in the proximity of the

destination.

V. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, very few researchers have

addressed the hidden routers problem. Sherwood et al. [27],

[39] proposed a solution based on a novel Traceroute enhanced

by the Record Route (RR) option to identify load balancers,

anonymous routers, addresses owned by the same device and,

possibly, hidden routers. The injected probes collect along the

path additional IP addresses in the RR option. They used the

disjunctive logic programming to merge the addresses stored

in the RR option and the traceroute data uncovering 329

hidden routers (0.3% of all the discovered devices). DRAGO

exploits a different IP option, the TS option, which provides

an almost three times larger exploring range compared to

the RR option (24 hops against 9 hops). In addition, the

disjunctive logic programming is a computationally complex
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Figure 6: Positions of hidden routers exactly located.

solution [27] while our technique is much lighter. On the other

hand, DRAGO is not able to identify any address of the hidden

router and the same hidden router could be acknowledged

multiple times. Note that the two techniques may be also

profitably merged: hidden routers could be first recognized and

located with DRAGO and then, the solution proposed in [27],

[39] could be applied to identify addresses of the detected

hidden routers.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we presented and evaluated DRAGO, an active

probing technique able to detect, quantify and locate hidden

routers in Traceroute IP paths. The experimental campaign

demonstrates how these devices are not so rare: we inferred

the presence of hidden routers in 6% of Traceroute traces.

DRAGO finds the exact position of the 14% of the detected

hidden routers and shrinks the area affected by hidden routers

to the one fifth of the Traceroute trace.
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